Abstract In the task-switching paradigm, mixing costs indicate the performance costs to mix two different tasks, while switch costs indicate the performance costs to switch between two sequentially presented tasks. Applying tasks with bivalent stimuli and responses, many studies demonstrated substantial mixing and switch costs and a reduction of these costs as a result of practice. The present study investigates whether extensive practice of a task-switching situation including tasks with univalent stimuli eliminates these costs. Participants practiced switching between a visual and an auditory task. These tasks were chosen because they had shown eliminated performance costs in a comparable dual-task practice study (Schumacher et al. Psychol Sci 12:101-108, 2001). Participants either performed the tasks with univalent responses (i.e., visualmanual and auditory-verbal stimulus-response mappings) or bivalent responses (i.e., visual-manual and auditorymanual stimulus-response mappings). Both valence conditions revealed substantial mixing and switch costs at the beginning of practice, yet, mixing costs were largely eliminated after eight practice sessions while switch costs were still existent.
Introduction
Complex task situations in psychology are often characterized by the need to process several different tasks. Typically, these tasks entail separate mapping sets between stimuli onto responses for each task and require an appropriate configuration of mental processes when performed in complex situations. These configuration requirements produce additional performance costs when compared to simple task situations in which persons perform one task exclusively. In cognitive psychology, two lines of research aim to precisely investigate the emerging performance costs: Dual-task research with two tasks presented (nearly) simultaneously (e.g., Meyer & Kieras, 1997; Pashler, 1994; Schubert, 1999) and task-switching research with two tasks presented sequentially (e.g., Allport, Styles, & Hsieh, 1994; Monsell, 2003; Rogers & Monsell, 1995; see Kiesel et al., 2010 , for a recent review). Studies in both types of research line have shown that performance costs are evident at low levels of practice while practice can extremely reduce these costs. The present study particularly aims to investigate practice effects on the reduction of performance costs in a task-switching situation.
In task-switching situations, participants are instructed to perform two different tasks. For example, participants categorize digits regarding magnitude in Task A or parity in Task B (Kiesel, Wendt, & Peters, 2007; Sudevan & Taylor, 1987; Wendt & Kiesel, 2008) . A left key press indicates that a number is smaller than a given reference value or even and a right key press indicates that a number is larger or odd.
Both tasks may be required in two types of blocks. In singletask blocks, either Task A or Task B is presented exclusively. In mixed blocks, subjects are instructed to perform both tasks; the required task is indicated by a pre-specified task sequence (e.g., AABBAABB…; Rogers & Monsell, 1995) or by a pre-cue that precedes or accompanies stimulus presentation (e.g., Altmann, 2004; Hoffmann, Kiesel, & Sebald, 2003) . Thereby, task mixing results in task switches or task repetitions from one trial to the next. In such a task-switching setting two types of performance costs can be assessed. First, mixing costs are defined as the difference between the mean performance in trials with task repetitions in mixed blocks and the mean performance in single-task blocks (Koch, Prinz, & Allport, 2005; Rubin & Meiran, 2005) . Second, switch costs are defined as the difference between the performance in task switch trials and the performance in task repetition trials within the mixed blocks (Rogers & Monsell, 1995) .
In the above example, Tasks A and B comprise of bivalent stimulus and response sets, in the sense that each stimulus has two different meanings, and can signal two different responses, under the two stimulus-response mapping rules (e.g., magnitude vs. parity mapping). In contrast, with univalent stimulus and response sets each stimulus is mapped onto not more than one response, and vice versa, such as if numbers and digits are presented to signal manual and verbal responses, respectively. We will use the term ''bivalent task'' to indicate that the given task includes bivalent stimulus and response sets and the term ''univalent task'' to refer to tasks with univalent sets only.
While performance costs are evident for bivalent and univalent tasks at low levels of practice in many taskswitching studies, some studies have shown that practice of two or more training sessions reduces switch and mixing costs (Cepeda, Kramer, & Gonzalez de Sather, 2001; Karbach & Kray, 2009; Kray & Eppinger, 2006; Kray & Lindenberger, 2000; Rogers & Monsell, 1995) . A recent study of Berryhill and Hughes (2009) showed even that mixing costs can completely be eliminated while switching costs remained (though strongly reduced) after practice. However, these studies exclusively combined bivalent tasks. In contrast, we are not aware of any task-switching study to investigate the impact of practice on performance costs in situations with two univalent tasks. Hence, it is an open issue whether performance costs in task-switching situations (i.e., switch costs and mixing costs) including univalent tasks can be reduced and even eliminated with extensive practice.
The question of practice effects on univalent tasks during task switching is of relevance for several theoretical reasons. First, testing practice effects on task-switching situations with univalent tasks would allow to test whether the findings with bivalent tasks can be generalized to situations with univalent tasks; note that several studies, e.g., Rogers and Monsell (1995) have consistently shown that switching to rule sets involving stimuli that have two response meanings (i.e., bivalent stimuli) is more effortful than switching to rule sets involving stimuli that have single response meanings (i.e., univalent stimuli) at low levels of practice. This pattern of findings may suggest that switching in situations of univalent and bivalent stimuli include different types of processes, e.g., an additional reconfiguration process for bivalent stimulus sets (Meiran, 2000) . Therefore, it is by far not clear whether findings on practice effects with bivalent tasks can be generalized to univalent tasks. And from a broader perspective, the question of practice effects on univalent tasks would be of interest because for dual-task situations it had already been shown that a complete practice-related reduction of performance costs can occur when combining univalent component tasks with stimulus and response sets in different modalities. For example, Schumacher et al. (2001) presented a practice situation that consisted of a visualmanual (i.e., the visual task) and an auditory-verbal choice reaction task (i.e., the auditory task) to investigate performance costs in dual tasks. In the visual task, participants responded manually by pressing a left, middle, or right key in accordance with the spatial position (left, middle, or right) of visually presented circles. In the auditory task, a low, middle, or high tone was presented and participants responded by saying either ''ONE,'' ''TWO,'' or ''THREE'' depending on the pitch of tone. These two tasks were presented in both single-task blocks and mixed blocks. In the single-task blocks, either the visual or the auditory task was presented alone in each trial. In mixed blocks, single-task trials (i.e., trials with either the visual task or the auditory task) were intermixed with dual-task trials. In dual-task trials, one visual and one auditory stimulus was presented simultaneously (i.e., SOA = 0 ms) and participants were instructed to respond with equal priority to both stimuli. In this setting, two types of performance costs were assessed. Dual-task costs are indicated by the performance difference between dual-task situations in which two tasks are performed concurrently relative to a single-task situation in which the tasks are executed separately. Unlike dual-task costs, mixing costs describe the performance costs when comparing single-task trials in mixed blocks with trials in single-task blocks.
In fact, Schumacher et al. (2001) found that dual-task and mixing costs were eliminated after five practice sessions of about 1,000 dual-task trials and 3,000 single-task trials (see also Hazeltine Teague, & Ivry, 2002; Liepelt, Strobach, Frensch, & Schubert, in press; Maquestiaux, Laguẽ-Beauvais, Ruthruff, & Bherer, 2008; Ruthruff, Van Selst, Johnston, & Remington, 2006; Strobach, Frensch, & Schubert, 2008 ; but see Liepelt, Fischer, Frensch, & Schubert, 2011 , for boundary conditions of this finding). That is, RTs were similar in dual-task trials and single-task trials of the mixed and single-task blocks.
In the present study, we adopted the main characteristics of the visual and the auditory tasks of the Schumacher et al. (2001) study for a task-switching situation and tested whether extensive task-switching practice leads (1) to an elimination of mixing costs and (2) to an elimination of switch costs of univalent tasks. A group of participants practiced both tasks in single-task trials of either singletask blocks or mixed blocks for eight sessions of about 2,400 single-task trials as well as about 4,600 switch and repetition trials. Unlike several other task-switching studies (e.g., Hoffmann et al., 2003) , there were no pre-cues indicating the required tasks in this situation because the task type (i.e., visual vs. auditory task) was fully indicated by the presented stimuli (i.e., circle vs. tone). At the end of practice, we assessed whether switch and mixing costs were eliminated.
It is important to note that the tasks of Schumacher et al. (2001) include stimuli and responses that are univalent in task-switching situations because particular sets of stimuli and responses are associated with particular component tasks. Thus, the present tasks differ from typical bivalent tasks used in task-switching practice studies concerning stimulus as well as response valence (Monsell, 2003) . We additionally had a group of participants with univalent stimuli (i.e., visual and auditory stimuli) but bivalent responses (this group is labeled bivalent-response group, while the first group described above is labeled univalentresponse group) to have one setting that is more similar to the often applied bivalent stimulus and response sets. This combination was realized by instructing manual responses in the auditory task. Thus, in the auditory task, participants of the bivalent-response group executed manual responses according to the pitch of tones while they gave manual responses according to the screen position of stimuli in the visual task. Consequently, participants had to execute the same manual responses in both the visual and the auditory task.
In task-switching situations using tasks with univalent stimuli such as in the present situation, mixing costs and switching costs may reflect the following processes. Mixing costs reflect additional control processes required in task repetition trials compared with single-task trials. They might be related to a decision process associated with the selection of the currently required task based on the type of the presented stimulus in repetition trials. This decision process cannot start before the stimulus presentation because no explicit task cue precedes or accompanies stimuli and no predictable task sequence allows to prepare for the currently required task. In trials of single-task blocks, no such decision process is required because of only one potential task. Note that this contrasts views of mixing costs associated with conflict resolution processes (Rubin & Meiran, 2005; Steinhauser & Hübner, 2005) . These conflict resolution processes become necessary for bivalent stimuli potentially activating different response information; given that univalent stimuli were used in the present study we can control for a potential influence of conflict resolution processes on our findings.
While in task repetitions the previously activated and applied task set is maintained when stimuli of the same stimulus set (i.e., visual and auditory stimuli) are presented, a new task set needs to be activated in task switches when the stimulus set changes. The activation of a new task set results in switch costs that are explained by two alternative theories (for a review, see Monsell, 2003) . One theory explains these costs with time-consuming processes of task implementation to activate the task set of an upcoming task in trial n ? 1 (e.g., Rogers & Monsell, 1995; Rubinstein, Meyer, & Evans, 2001 ). Other theories emphasize that the task set from the previous task in trial n slows down several processes of the task in trial n ? 1 (e.g., Allport et al., 1994; Mayr & Keele, 2000) . Accordingly, switch costs indicate the inhibition of a previous task. To integrate both types of theories, Monsell (2003) offered an intermediate position, combining processes of task-set activation of the following task and inhibition of the previous task to explain the costs of switching between tasks (see also Koch & Allport, 2006; Yeung & Monsell, 2003) . In addition to inhibition/activation processes in switch trials, repeating stimulus sets might facilitate task repetitions while this prime-related facilitation is not available in switch trials; this effect might be also related to the amount of switch costs in the present task-switching situation.
Practice may optimize processes associated with performance costs when mixing of and switching between two tasks in a task-switching situation. Consequently, there is a practice-related reduction of both types of costs.
Methods

Participants
The univalent-response group included eight participants (4 female) with a mean age of M = 25.8 years (SD = 3.3 years) and an age range from 21 to 30 years while the bivalent-response group included eight participants (4 female) with a mean age of M = 22.8 years (SD = 2.0 years) and an age range from 21 to 26 years. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision and were not informed about the purpose of the experiment. They were paid for participation at a rate of 8 € per session plus performance-based bonuses.
Apparatus
Visual stimuli were presented on a 17 00 color monitor and auditory stimuli were presented via headphones which were connected to a standard PC. In the univalent-response group, the reaction time for manual responses was recorded with a button box while the reaction time of verbal responses was recorded via a voice key connected to the experimental computer. In the bivalent-response group, the reaction time for manual responses in the visual and the auditory task was recorded with the keys ''V'', ''B'', and ''N'' on a standard keyboard. The experiment was controlled by the software package ERTS (Experimental Runtime System; Beringer, 2000).
Tasks
Participants conducted two speeded-choice reaction tasks. In the visual task, participants responded manually to white circles (diameter 2.5 cm) appearing at the left, central, or right position arranged horizontally on the computer screen with a distance of 1 cm. Three white dashes (width 2.5 cm) served as placeholders for the possible positions of the visual stimuli. They appeared as a warning signal 500 ms before the visual stimulus was presented. The stimulus remained visible until the participant responded or a 2,000 ms response interval had expired. Participants responded to the stimuli by pressing a spatially compatible key with the index, middle, or ring finger of their right hand.
In the auditory task, participants heard sine wave tones at frequencies of either 300, 950, or 1,650 Hz. Participants of the univalent-response group responded by saying ''ONE,'' ''TWO,'' or ''THREE'' (German: ''EINS,'' ''ZWEI,'' ''DREI''), while the participants from the bivalent-response group responded by pressing a key with the index, middle, and ring finger of the right hand according to the low, middle, and high tone, respectively. Similar to the visual task, each trial started with the presentation of three dashes on the computer screen. After an interval of 500 ms, the tones were presented for 40 ms. The trial ended when the participant responded or a 2,000 ms response interval had expired. To analyze verbal response accuracy, the experimenter recorded the verbal responses. After correct responses in the visual and in the auditory task, the RTs were presented for 1,500 ms on the screen. Following incorrect responses, the word ''ERROR'' (German: ''FEHLER'') appeared. A blank interval of 700 ms preceded the beginning of the next trial in both tasks.
Design and procedure
During practice, single-task trials were presented in three different types of experimental blocks: (1) blocks with the visual task as single task, (2) blocks with the auditory task as single task (single-task blocks), and (3) blocks with the visual or the auditory task as single tasks (mixed blocks). Single-task blocks consisted of 45 trials. In mixed blocks, 66 trials were presented, including 33 visual and 33 auditory single-task trials. The stimuli were presented in random order in each block resulting in approximately equal numbers of task switch and task repetition trials in mixed blocks.
Participants performed six single-task blocks of each task type in alternating order in the first session; the task in the initial block (i.e., visual task or auditory task) was counterbalanced across participants. Each of the seven subsequent practice sessions proceeded as follows: Participants started with two single-task blocks (1 of each task type) and subsequently performed 14 blocks consisting of four single-task blocks (2 of each task type) and 10 mixed blocks (in Session 2 only eight mixed blocks). Excluding the initial two single-task blocks, single-task blocks were alternated and separated by two mixed blocks.
Payment matrix
As for the dual-task practice study of Schumacher et al. (2001) , we provided performance-based monetary bonuses. These bonuses have shown to be essential to eliminate dual-task costs at the end of practice (Tombu & Jolicoeur, 2004) . The payoff matrix of these bonuses was based on an adaptive comparison between each participant's performance in a given trial (i.e., current RT) and a reference RT, the so-called target time. The experiment started with a target time of 2,000 ms, which was then adjusted after each block separately for each participant and task condition (single-task block vs. mixed block). Target times represented the mean RT in single-task blocks and the mean RT of mixed blocks (including repetition and switch trials), separately for auditory and visual tasks. These times were computed from correct trials only.
Based on how participants improved their individual performance, they could earn different amounts of money. When participants' mean RT for a given block was slower than the target time, but still in a range of 50-100 ms above the target time, they received 10 cents for that block. When the mean RT was in a range of 0-50 ms above the target time, they received 25 cents. When the RT of the ongoing block was faster than the target time, they received 50 cents and the RT of the ongoing block served as new target time for the upcoming blocks. Mean RT of the current block and target time were presented at the end of each block. Bonus payments were also made on the basis of accuracy rates: One additional cent was given for each correct response and 5 cents were deducted for each incorrect response (for a similar payoff matrix, see Tombu & Jolicoeur, 2004) .
Results
The ''Results'' section is structured as follows. We start by showing mixing costs (performance difference between repetition and single-task trials) and then switch costs (performance difference between switch and repetition trials) for the visual and the auditory task. The first session was considered as practice session. Tables 1 and  2 show the averaged RTs and error rates for single-task blocks, repetition trials and switch trials and the resulting mixing and switch costs for the visual task and the auditory task. For all RT analyses, trials with omission errors and incorrect responses were excluded; this resulted in an exclusion of 5.9% of the trials. Both types of trials represent error trials in the analysis of the error data.
Mixing costs
For the analyses of mixing costs, the RT data and the error data were analyzed in separate mixed-measures ANOVAs with session (Session 2 to Session 8), mix (repetition trials vs. single-task trials), and task (visual task vs. auditory task) as within-subject factors and response valence (univalent-response group vs. bivalent-response group) as the between-subject factor.
RTs
RTs declined with practice from Session 2 (M = 446 ms) to Session 8 (M = 287 ms), as reflected by a main effect of session, F(6, 84) = 153.925, p \ .001, and RTs were faster in the visual task (M = 263 ms) than the auditory task (M = 431 ms), F(1, 84) = 196.044, p \ .001. The interaction of session with task showed that RTs decreased more with practice in the auditory task (M = 263 ms) than in the visual task (M = 54 ms), F(1, 84) = 81.071, p \ .001, while the interaction of session with mix reflected that RTs from Session 2 to Session 8 decreased more in repetition trials (M = 169 ms) than in single-task trials (M = 148 ms), F(6, 84) = 9.823, p \ .001. The interaction of session, mix, and task was significant, F(6, 84) = 2.413, p \ .05, indicating that repetition and singletask trials were differently affected by practice in the visual and auditory task. While mixing costs in the visual task were reduced by 11 ms from M = 5 ms (p \ .05) to M = -6 ms (p \ .05, indicating even faster RTs in repetition than in single-task trials), these costs in the auditory task were reduced by 30 ms from M = 23 ms (p \ .05) to M = -7 ms (p [ .05). Importantly, mixing costs were eliminated in both tasks. The effect of response valence and the remaining interactions were not significant, Fs \ 1.994, ps [ .18.
Error rates
In the analysis of the error rates, we obtained a main effect of session, F(6, 84) = 2.232, p \ .05, that reflected slightly increasing error rates from Session 2 (M = 4.5%) to Session 8 (M = 6.9%), and a main effect of task, F(1, 14) = 28.012, p \ .001, with higher error rates in the auditory task (M = 7.4%) when compared to the visual task (M = 3.9%). The effect of task was moderated by response valence, F(1, 14) = 9.518, p \ .001, indicating similar error rates of both groups in the auditory task (p [ .05) but lower error rates of the univalent-response group compared to the bivalent-response group in the visual task (p \ .05). This effect of task was further moderated by mix, F(1, 14) = 25.031, p \ .001, while 
Switch costs
For the switch costs analyses, the RT data and the error data were analyzed in separate mixed-measures ANOVAs with session (Session 2 to Session 8), switch (switch trials vs. repetition trials), and task (visual task vs. auditory task) as within-subject factors and response valence (univalentresponse group vs. bivalent-response group) as the between-subject factor. . Importantly, switch costs in both tasks were significant at the beginning of practice (Session 2: ps \ .001) and at the end of practice (Session 8: ps \ .001). The main effect of response valence as well as the remaining interactions were not significant, Fs \ 1.
Error rates
The analysis of error rates revealed an increase of error rates in the auditory task (M = 9.2%) compared to the visual task (M = 3.0%) Mixing costs vs. switch costs
In the following section, we directly compared the practice-related RT reduction of switch and mixing costs. To compare these reductions during practice, we expressed switch and mixing costs in percent of the level at the beginning of practice. That is, both mixing and switch costs started from 100% in Session 2 and decreased during practice until Session 8. For example, if costs are eliminated at the end of practice they decrease to 0%. Furthermore, the slope of the regression lines representing switch and mixing costs from the beginning to the end of practice indicate the amount of practice-related RT reduction of these types of costs. In these analyses, we collapsed data across both groups of participants and both tasks. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the amount of mixing costs was reduced when compared to the amount of switch costs at the end of practice when related to their starting level. While mixing costs were reduced by 140.6% (in fact, there were reduced RTs in repetition trials when compared to single-task RTs at the end of practice), switch costs were reduced by only 73.9%. In addition, regression lines demonstrated a steeper negative slope for the practicerelated reduction of mixing costs when compared to the slope reflecting switch costs (p \ .05). Thus, practice had a stronger effect on mixing than on switch costs during the practice sessions. Similar analyses for the error rates showed no such effects.
Discussion
The aim of the present study was to test whether extensive task-switching practice eliminates performance costs to switch between two sequentially presented tasks (i.e., switch costs) and performance costs to mix two different tasks within one block (i.e., mixing costs). We included tasks with univalent stimulus sets and univalent as well as bivalent response sets, that is, participants practiced either a task combination of a visual-manual and auditory-verbal task (i.e., the univalent-response group) or a combination of a visual-manual and auditory-manual task (i.e., the bivalent-response group) for eight sessions resulting in more than 7,000 trials of practice.
In line with previous studies, we found switch costs and mixing costs mainly in the RT data at the beginning of practice. When analyzing error data, mixing costs were evident in the visual task while both mixing and switch costs appeared in the auditory task. As expected, both types of costs showed practice-related reductions. Important for the present purpose, we found eliminated mixing costs in the RT data for both tasks (i.e., the visual and auditory task) as well as in the error data for the visual task at the end of practice; error mixing costs in the auditory task remained. Importantly, we obtained an elimination of these costs in both response valence groups. In contrast to the largely eliminated mixing costs, the switch costs in the RT data were reduced over practice, but still present in both tasks and in both valence groups at the end of practice. Switch costs exclusively did not appear in the error data. In sum, the findings showed largely eliminated mixing costs while switch costs were still present at the end of practice. Additional analyses showed that the observation of a stronger practice-related reduction of mixing costs than of switch costs even survives when calculating the percent of reduction related to the initial performance costs at the beginning of practice.
The finding of eliminated mixing costs suggests that the present task situation allows for an optimization of control processes in task-switching situations. Particularly, the elimination of mixing costs might be associated with a direct activation of a currently required task based on the presented stimuli when the task is repeated. In this case, a decision process on the currently required task might be bypassed. The current findings of eliminated mixing costs are consistent with findings of eliminated costs of Berryhill and Hughes (2009) . However, in their task-switching situation, two bivalent tasks were presented and mixing costs were associated with long-term effects of sequential performance of two tasks; these long-term effects were eliminated with practice. Alternative task-switching situations with bivalent tasks showed no elimination of these costs (e.g., Cepeda et al., 2001; Kray & Lindenberger, 2000) . Fig. 1 The figure illustrates the proportional reduction of mixing and switch RT costs as a result of practice. Costs start at a relative value of 100% in Session 2 and decrease during practice. Regression slope for the practice-related reduction of mixing costs is negatively steeper than the regression slope for the reduction of switch costs; this steeper regression slope indicates a higher decrease of mixing costs than of switch costs during learning. In addition, mixing costs finish at a lower level than switch costs in Session 8 when related to the extent of these costs in Session 2
Psychological Research
Potentially, two reasons might explain why Berryhill and Hughes (2009) as well as our study showed an elimination of mixing costs while alternative task-switching studies did not. First, differences in the amount of practice may allow to explain this difference. In the study of Berryhill and Hughes as well as the present study, mixing costs were eliminated with a minimum of eight sessions of practice. In contrast, other studies conducted a maximum of six sessions resulting in a lower amount of practice. Yet additionally, the type of practice might be influential on the elimination of mixing costs. While participants in the study of Berryhill and Hughes and in our study practiced exactly one condition of the two component tasks (e.g., the visual and the auditory tasks were presented under constant conditions during practice in mixed blocks), most other studies included different conditions in the practice sessions (e.g., varying response-cue intervals, Cepeda et al., 2001 ; varying response-stimulus intervals, Kray & Lindenberger, 2000) . This variation of task presentation might prevent an elimination of mixing costs during practice.
When analyzing the mixing costs, we found a singletask trial disadvantage in the error rates of the visual task when compared to the repetition trials, see also Table 1 . This finding is consistent with a number of previous dualtask studies using a similar task situation (Hazeltine et al., 2002; Liepelt, Strobach et al., in press; Schumacher et al., 2001; Strobach et al., 2008; Tombu & Jolicoeur, 2004 ) and may reflect a reduced degree of attentiveness in single-task blocks compared with repetition trials due to reduced processing demands in the visual task (Hazeltine et al., 2002) . In an alternative or additional explanation, repetition trials might benefit from the mixing situation: Reduced error rates in these trials represent an increased degree of attentiveness in mixing blocks compared with single-task blocks due to increased processing demands.
Irrespective of the potential explanation, the increased single-task error rates compared with error rates in repetition trials are less problematic for our assumptions on practice effects. Particularly, single-task performance compared with the performance in repetition trials as measured in RTs was also impaired at the end of practice; single-task RTs increased repetition-trial RTs in Session 8. Consequently, there is no indicator for a speed-accuracy trade-off in the mixing costs at the end of practice. At this point, we want to stress that the increase of error rates in single-task blocks seems not to result from the included payoff matrix. In this matrix, 5 cents were equally deducted for each incorrect response in trials of single-task and mixed blocks. Therefore, this applied payoff matrix should have equal effects on correctness in both block types.
In contrast to mixing costs, switch costs were very robust to practice. The applied task combination of a visual and auditory task of the Schumacher et al. (2001) study did not allow for a complete elimination of switch costs. The observed switch costs after practice are consistent with findings of previous task-switching studies using bivalent tasks after practice of six (Kray & Lindenberger, 2000) up to 59 sessions (Berryhill & Hughes, 2009 ). This finding may be surprising as both the visual and auditory task are unambiguously indicated by the presented stimulus set. This should reduce the need to prepare for the upcoming task internally and increase the benefit of external task activation even at low levels of practice (Rogers & Monsell, 1995) . Hence, tasks should require only minimal preparation during task switching, and in line with this assumption we obtained rather small switch costs in the first practice session (i.e., Session 2, see Table 1 ). The finding of robust switch costs during practice is even more surprising as previous studies of dual-task research provided evidence for eliminated dual-task performance costs after combined dual-task practice and single-task practice (e.g., Hazeltine et al., 2002; Schumacher et al., 2001) . One possible explanation for this different practice-related outcome between dual-task practice and the present taskswitching practice could be that participants are able to acquire task coordination skills to process two tasks with no dual-task costs only with extensive dual-task practice (e.g., Liepelt, Strobach et al., in press ). These skills might allow for an optimized scheduling of two simultaneously presented tasks. However, in the present type of practice with sequentially presented tasks, processes associated with task-set activation and/or task-set inhibition in taskswitching situations are not completely optimized. One speculative explanation is that practice with sequentially presented tasks may not be sufficient to lead to an automatic activation of a new task set while dual-task practice does. This explanation is consistent with the previous assumption that switch costs and dual-task interference are different phenomena in different multitasking settings (Pashler, 2000) .
In addition to the different types of practice, one further reason might prevent the elimination of switch costs. Stimuli of a previous trial might have priming effects on stimulus processing of an upcoming trial. For example, the presentation of a tone in trial n primes a tone in trial n ? 1. In contrast, there is no facilitation due to stimulus priming in switch trials in which different types of stimuli are presented in successive trials; thus, switch costs are still existent at the end of practice. Such a priming might facilitate repetition trial performance across practice and might allow mixing costs to eliminate.
Interestingly, the response valence had only a small effect on task-switching practice effects. In detail, the only difference between both groups of participants (i.e., the univalent-response group and the bivalent-response group) appeared in the error rates of the visual task when analyzing switch costs. Costs in error rates of the visual task were reduced in the bivalent-response group when compared to the error rates in the univalent-response group. Most importantly, however, both groups consistently provided evidence for eliminated mixing costs and still existent switch costs at the end of practice. The findings of similar performance costs of both groups at the end of taskswitching practice is interesting as some previous taskswitching studies showed a significant impact of valence at a low level of practice (e.g., stimulus valence, Rogers & Monsell, 1995) . Furthermore, Philipp and Koch (2005) showed that, in task sequences such as Task A-Task BTask A, the engagement of one response set in Task B leads to the inhibition of another response set of the previous Task A and this inhibition impairs performance when participants switch back to the (inhibited) Task A; the inhibition between response sets results in increased processing time of Task A when performed a second time. This inhibition effect should have an impact mainly on the univalent-response group in which one response set (e.g., the manual responses) inhibits the alternative response set (e.g., the verbal set) when intermixed. Given the present findings, this effect of inhibition may not be present with univalent stimuli. Finally, possible costs for response repetitions in the bivalent response compared to the univalentresponse group (Kleinsorge, 1999) were not evident in the present task situation.
One explanation for the small impact of valence on practiced task-switching performance in the present study could be that we manipulated the valence of responses exclusively while stimulus sets were univalent in both groups of participants. The manipulation of the response valence may be too weak to find an impact of these combinations on task-switching performance during practice (e.g., Mayr, 2001 ). To further investigate this impact, future task-switching practice studies may select designs that differ in both stimulus and response valence.
Taken together, the present study provided evidence for an elimination of mixing costs as a result of extensive taskswitching practice for eight sessions. This elimination of costs was evident in a group of learners with two tasks combining univalent stimuli and responses (i.e., visualmanual and auditory-verbal) as well as in a group with tasks of univalent stimuli and bivalent responses (i.e., visual-manual and auditory-manual). Alternatively, there was no evidence for eliminated switch costs in both groups at the end of practice. The present type of task-switching practice may result in a direct activation of repeated tasks after stimulus presentation while there was no perfect switching between two sequentially presented tasks.
